Wheel of Roles
Roles are on a spectrum. Your interest in Sadism/Masochism (pain) goes from the lighter/inner colors= no
interest in pain to the darker/outer edges=heavy interest in pain. Depending on your interest in pain, you will
place your role title (list below) around the wheel. See example below.

Dominant/Dominatrix– Partner to a submissive that enforces rules and takes a dominant role in the relationship.
Sub/Submissive-Obeys rules negotiated with their Dom/Domme, terms can be adjusted according to either partner’s
needs.
Master/Mistress– Dominant partner to a slave. Usually has complete control over the slave’s daily activities and/or certain
aspects of their day.
Slave– I always think of a slave as the extreme submissive. They generally have a negotiated contract beforehand but the
terms are not adjusted unless there is an extreme circumstance (sickness, pregnancy, etc).
Switch– A player that switches between dominant and submissive roles depending on the chemistry with their partner.
Top– Partner who takes the dominant role in a scene (sometimes referred to as topping)
Bottom– Partner who takes the submissive role in a scene referred to as bottoming)
Daddy/Mommy– Sometimes called the “Gentle Dom”, cares for a Little in parental manner.
Little– A partner who has child-like tendencies or role in the relationship. Littles can also be broken down into
Babygirls/boys, Littles and Middles depending on their Little space “age”.
Sissy– A man who desires forced feminism.
Cuckold– A man who desires to see his partner with another partner, usually a cuckold is also in chastity and may include
some form of humiliation.
Cuckquean-Women's version of the cuckold. A woman who enjoys watching her partner with others.
Pet-A submissive or slave who takes an animal role (pony, dog, cat, etc)
Mentor- An experienced member of the community who offers his/her knowledge to beginners, generally outside of a
relationship and without any sexual encounters. This can be a hands-on or hands-off experience.
Rope Bunny- Someone who particularly likes to be bottom for rope bondage scenes.
Rigger- Someone who particularly likes to Top for rope bondage scenes (tie someone up)
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